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NOTE: Print the worksheets and write all answers on it. Submit the homework in a file.

SUBJECT –ENGLISH

Q1.  Read the following passage and answer the given questions.

A cloud is made of water drops or ice crystals floating in the sky. There are many kinds of clouds. 
Clouds are an important part of Earth's weather.

How Do Clouds Form?
The sky can be full of water. But most of the time you can't see the water. The drops of water are too 
small to see. They have turned into a gas called water vapour. As the water vapour goes higher in the sky,  
the air gets cooler. The cooler air causes the water droplets to start to stick to things like bits of dust, ice 
or sea salt.

What Are Some Types of Clouds?
Clouds get their names in two ways. One way is by where they are found in the sky. Some clouds are 
high up in the sky. Low clouds form closer to Earth's surface. In fact, low clouds  can even touch the 
ground. These clouds are called fog. Middle clouds are found between low and high clouds.

Another way clouds are named is by their shape. Cirrus clouds are high clouds. They look like feathers. 
Cumulus clouds are middle clouds. These clouds look like giant cotton balls in the sky. Stratus clouds 
are low clouds. They cover the sky like bed sheets.

What Causes Rain?
Most of the water in clouds is in very small  droplets. The droplets are so light they float in the air.  
Sometimes those droplets join with other droplets. Then they turn into larger drops. When that happens, 
gravity causes them to fall to Earth. We call the falling water drops "rain." When the air is colder, the 
water may form snowflakes instead. Freezing rain, sleet or even hail can fall from clouds.

1. What are clouds made up of?
Ans.__________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________

2. What are Cirrus clouds?
Ans.__________________________________________________________________________________



___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

3. What are cumulus clouds?
Ans.__________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

4. What causes droplets of water to fall to Earth?
Ans.__________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

6. What are Stratus clouds?

Ans.__________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

Q2. Read  the  sentences  below.Identify  the  underlined  words  in  each   sentence  as 
proper and common nouns

1. Peter Jones is a detective who works at Scotland Yard.

__________________________________________________________________________

2. Yesterday Mr. Ram came to him with a very strange story.

___________________________________________________________________________

3. Radha bought a bicycle for her brother.

___________________________________________________________________________

4.The money was kept safe at the bank.

___________________________________________________________________________



5. Peter Jones decided to call Sherlock Holmes to assist him with the case.

6. I forgot my umbrella at home.

____________________________________________________________________

7.  Agra is on the banks of river Yamuna.

_____________________________________________________________________

Q3.        Use the word a,an or the in eachblank space below.

1.    We saw _______ lion at ______ zoo .

2.    The class went on ______ field trip.

3.    Blue is _____ favorite color of mine.

4.   _______umbrella is useful for when it rains.

5.    I have _____red wagon..

6.    The dog caught ______ stick.

7.    Mom waited more than _____ hour in traffic.

8.    I quickly ate ________ cookies.

9.    ____ oval is shaped like ______ egg.

10.  He left _______ hour ago.

11.   He carried ______ axe.

12.    My mother poured lemonade from ____ jug.

13.    That cat is stuck in _____ tree.

14.    ______elephant has a long trunk.

15.    The truck was driving down ______ road.

16.    There is ______ chair at the table.



17.    Mary ate ____ egg for breakfast.

18.    Tom runs as fast as ____ cheetah.

19.     I love to read ______ book.

20.     I will visit _______ famous Malsi Park.

21.     My father will bring ______ a new pet.

Q4.       Write the correct article (a / an / the) before each noun.

                igloo                                                                                bench

                banana                                                                             kitten

                tree                                                                                  football

                inch                                                                                  owl

                eagle                                                                                tiger

                umbrella                                                                           octopus  

                apple                      bank 
                                                       

Q5.       Fill in the blanks with  the correct pronoun (I/ you / we / they / it / she / he).

1. My cousin and her friend were at the mall.                      were shopping.

2. Peter is a little sick.                      is sleeping.

3. Does your aunt know what happened? Did                       scold you?

4. The door is locked. I cannot open                      .

5. My friend Riya and I are going on a trip.                      will go by bus.

6. My cats are hungry.                      Like to drink milk.

7. I like this story. It is very interesting.

8. Mr. Sharma is a good teacher.                      teaches us Maths.

9. Can you speak  Chinese? Yes,                     is a difficult language.

10. My brother and I live together.                         love each other.

Q6.         Fill in the blanks with has / have / had.



a. He  .................. written a letter to his parents.

b. I .................. two beautiful rings.

c. Teacher .................. your attendance record.

d.  He .................. a house in Delhi two years ago.

e.  .................. you got any pink dress?

f. Does he ..................  any common sense.

g. I ………………………… a pet dog.

h. She ………………………… a sports car.

i. They ………………………… a big house in the city.

j. My brother and I …………………………. a toy train.

k. My brother ………………….. a blue shirt.

l. My doll …………………………. curly hair.

m. We ………………………. a house in our village.

n. It is a dog. It ……………………. four legs.

o. An elephant ………………………. a trunk.

p. The banyan tree ………………………. several branches.

q. My grandmother ………………………. a story book.

r. I …………………………. a red hat.

s. The boys ………………………… a lot of homework to do.

t. My sister…………………….. lovely black hair.

u. The girls …………………….. brought their books.

v.  Birds …………………….. wings and feathers.

w. Rohan and Sania ……………………………. gone to the market.

x. Do you ……………………… a computer?

y. We ……………………….. a picture book.

z. She ………………………. won many awards.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



SUBJECT - MATHEMATICS

Q1. Arrange in columns and add.

1. 34089 + 8976 + 4 5 6 7 2. 34234 + 1011 + 2340

3. 45678 + 33445 + 12345 4. 49000 + 6080 + 900

5. 100000 + 36798  + 45307 6. 11111 + 9999 + 1000



Q2. Arrange in columns and subtract.

1. 45678 from 90000 2. 9999 from 23456

3. 45089 from 90876  4. 70000 – 50897

5. 60999 – 44568 6. 10000 – 5621



Q3. Find the product.

1. 2987  ×  56 2. 3089  ×  89

3. 1067  ×  75 4. 9157  ×  80

5. 8004  ×  68 6. 5347  ×  38



Q4. Find quotient and remainder.

1. 5685  ÷ 22 2. 6085  ÷ 29

3. 1985  ÷ 13 4. 5345  ÷ 12

5. 2685  ÷ 46 6. 6005  ÷ 91

Q 5. Rearrange in ascending order.



1. 34098 ,  36780 ,  34097 ,  56700

Ans.

2. 54090 ,  36780 , 70097 , 45670

Ans.

Q 6.      Rearrange in descending order.

1. 54018 , 61780 ,  54097 ,  70000

Ans.

2. 87090 ,   86780 , 80097 , 81567

Ans.

Q7.   Write the following in expanded form.

1. 10980

Ans. 

   2. 70045

  Ans.

   Q8. Write the place value and face value of the underlined digit.

1. 70980

Ans. 

   2. 90145

  Ans.

   3. 19709

    Ans.

   4. 12789

    Ans.



______________
Q9. Colour the odd numbers green.

188           128           181           180           156               145               178          200

108           100           122           123           159                  139           137           186

Q10.         Colour the even numbers blue.

198           126           175           141              199              168           179           152

144           173           153           110                 127           165           193           106

Q11.         Colour the even numbers blue, and colour the odd numbers green.

196              161              151              111              191              172              169

125              197              190              150              119              174              136

121              155              114              124              134              109              177

163              105              117              182              133              166              1



Q12.    Convert the given Hindu Arabic numeral to  Roman numeral.

1.   30 =                                                                    2.   16 =  
                                                                                                                                                  

3.   20 =                                                                    4.    5 =                                                   

5.   14 =                                                                    6.    25 =  
                                                                                                                                                  

7.   13 =                                                                    8.    32 =  
                                                                                                                                                  

Q13.    Convert the given Roman numeral to Hindu Arabic numeral.

1.   XXXIV =                                                        2.   XVII =                                             

    3.   III =                                  ___                         4.   XXXV =                                              

  5.   VI =                                   ___                        6.   XXIV =   ______________________ 

    7.   IX =                                      ____                        8.   XXII =        ______________________ 

Q14.      Round each number to the nearest ten.

1 )       47                                                        

2 )       68                                                        

3) 92                                                 

  4)       45                                                         

  5)      49                                                          



________________________________×××××_____________________________________
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